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ln this paper, we introduce the Generalized Equality Classifier (GEC) for use as an unsupervised clustering 
algorithm in categorizing analog data. GEC is based on a formal definition of inexact equality originally developed 
for voting in fault tolerant software applications. GEC is defined using a metric space framework. The only 
parameter in GEC is a scalar threshold which defines the approximate equality of two patterns. Here, we compare 
the characteristics of GEC to the ART2·A algorithm (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, !991 ). In particular, we 
show that GEC with the Hamming distance performs the same optimization as AR12. Moreover, GEC has lower 
computational requirements than AR12 on serialnwchines. 
1. Introduction 
In section 2 of 01is paper, we introduce the Generalized Equality Classifier (GEC) for use as an unsupervised 
clustering algoritlun in categorizing analog data. Then, after a brief review of ART2-A in section 3, we compare Ole 
characteristics of GEC to 01e ART2·A algorithm in section 4. In particular, we show that GEC wi01 Ole Hamming 
distance perfonns the same optimization as ART2. We then present empirical results showing the relationship 
between the GEC threshold and ART vigilance parameters, and a comparison of the computational complexity of 
the two algorithms in digital simulations. 
2. Generalized Equality Classifier 
Generalized Equality Classifier is based on the generalized equality concept introduced in (Lorczak, Caglayan 
and Eckhardt, 1989) in Ole context of voting algorithms for fault tolerant soflwat·e. Here, we briefly describe tlle 
approach using the framework of metric spaces. Suppose there arc n patterns in a vector space X which we would 
like to mganizc into clusters. Suppose that there is a metric d defined on X, that is, (X, d) is a metric space. Recall 
tlutt this means that d is a rcal~valucd function defined on the cartesian product X x X with tile following properties: 
(i) cl(x,y);,;O 
(ii) d (x, y) = 0 implies x = y 
(iii) d (x, y) = cl (y, x) 
(iv) d (x, z),;; d (x, y) + d (y, z) 
for all clements x, y and z in X. 
Generalized Equality 
In categorizing data into clusters, we would like to a._<;sign any two patterns into the same cluster whenever the 
distance between the two patterns is less than a selected threshold, E. In order to formalize this notion of equality, let 
us examine this notion of "same" patterns. 
This definition lacks important properties associated with any mathematical definition of equality, the most 
important property hcing transitivity. That is, if x 1 is the "same" pattern as x2 and x2 is lhc usrune" pattern as x3. 
tllCn x 1 is not necessarily the "same" pattern as x3. For example, consider the c::L'ie where X is a subset of real 
numbers and dis the usual distance on tllC real line. For an arbitrary real number x, the patterns x1 = x-£, x2 = xt 
and x3 = x+E satisfy 
while 
d(Xj,Xz)=E 
d (X2, x3) = E 
If transitivity is, in some sense, forced (e.g. XJ is taken to be identical to x3 in the example above by virtue of 
the fact Uutt both are "equal" to xz ) problems can arise. This definition of equality which now includes the transivity 
property described above would declare the sequence of patterns 
x, x + e, x + 2e, x + 3e, ... , x + ke 
to be identical since each term is within e of its predecessor for arbitrarily large values of k. 
The problem described above can be avoided by insisting that any pair of patterns from a cluster agree to 
within e by the chosen mcu-ic. This provides Ute following formal algorithm for the Generalized Equality Classifier. 
Let X = [xr. x2, ... , xnl denote the set of n patterns for classification. The Generalized Equality Classifier 
constructs k clusters V I• Vz ..... Vk such Utat 
V I• ... , Vk is maximal with respect to the property that for any x, yin Vi• d(x, y) :s; e 
where k is not predetermined. Let X= {XJ, xz, .... xn} be a metric space with the distance metric d. The GEC 
algorithm can be implemented as follows: 
I) select a distance metric and a Utreshold e 
2) let the set A = X 
3) select any element x from A 
4) setS=(x} 
5) select y from A-S 
6) letS = S u [ y} if d (y, x) :s; efor all x inS 
7) repeat steps five and six until no new elements arc added to S 
8) replace A with A-S, clearS 
9) if A is Ute empty set then stop, else return to step 3 
Classical clustering mcUtods assign a feature vector x into one of a predefined number of categories V I• ... Vk. 
In contrast, the number of categories is not preset in the Generalized Equality Classifier. There are several 
definitions for a cluster (Jain, 1 986). It is generally accepted Utat no single definition of a cluster is adequate. In 
applying GEC, we recommend the usc of the most appropriate distance metric for a given application domain as 
discussed in (Lorczak, eta!., 1 989). 
3. Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART2) 
ART2-A is an algorithmic version of ART2 (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987) which is a dynamic system Utat 
can perform unsupervised classification of an arbitrary number of analog spatial patterns. ART2 is a three layer 
network, where layer FO performs preprocessing, Fl is a feature representation field, and P2 is a category 
representation field with competitive learning. In ART2-/\, the problem of implementing ART2 on a sequential 
digital computer is approached by capturing the essential computational steps in an algorithm, rather than in a 
layered neural network. 
After preprocessing (normalization and thresholding), the best march category node is chosen by taking Ute 
inner product of Ute preprocessed input vector I witlt each of the weight vectors Zj which gate Ute signal to the 
category nodes: 
T; = mpx !t I;Zji: j = 1 ... N} 
where J is the index of the best match node. Note that because lllll = llZjll = 1.0, this equation. simplifies to: 
TJ = mpx {cos( I, Zj) : j = I ... N} 
Since T; is used in determining whether Ute match is good enough, the measure of goodness is simply Ute 
angle between the preprocessed input vector and the weight vector of the best match category node. Then to 
determine whether this best march is in fact good enough, T; is compared to the vigilance parameter p. If T; :2: p, 
then node J is considered committed and it learns the given input vector. However, if T; < p, then the value of J is 
reset to the index of an arbitrary uncommitted node which then learns the input vector. Learning is done in a single 
iteration: if J is an uncommitted node, then the weights on pathways connecting to that node arc set equal to the 
input vector, such that Z; =I. If J is committed, a convex combination of previous leaming and the preprocessed 
input is learned. 
4. Analysis 
I Jere, we show that the Generalized Equality Classifier with U1e Hamming distance metric essentially perfonns 
the same optimization problem as in ART2, discuss the relationship between the GEC threshold and the ART 
vigilance parameters, and compare tllC computational complexity of tile two algoritluns on serial machines. 
In ART2, an input vector is assigned to a matching node if the projection of the input vector onto that node is 
greater Umn the vigilance parameter, p. Here, we show tllat this maximization problem is equivalent to assigning the 
input vector onto a matching node if tllC corresponding Hamming distance is less U1an a give threshold value. 
LetS be the unit cube in Rn defined by tllC Hamming distance, i.e. 
S = (xE R": ±!xi!= 1 ) 
I= I 
Let X be a subset of Sands be an arbitrary element of S and x be an arbitrary element of X. The vector x* in X 
that is closest to s according to tl1e Hamming distance is the vector in X with the maximum projection on s. 
MatllCmatically, this can be stated as follows: 
Let x* be defined by 
11 x* 11 s 11x-s11 for all x in X 
where II • 11 is tllC Hamming distance nonn. Let x be defined by 
cos (x, s) :2:, cos (x, s) for all x in X 
then 
x* =X 
In order to see U1is, lets be (1,0,. .. , 0) witlwut loss of generality. Then 
llx-s11 = lx 1 -II+ lx21 + ..... +lxn I 
=lxrll + 1-lx11 
Ieos (x,s)l = Jx 11 
arg max lx 11 = arg min lx 1-ll +l-lx 11 
Therefore, the GEC and ART classification optimizations are equivalent. The Generalized Equality Classifier 
algorithm requires the specification of a threshold parameter, £. This threshold is used within the algorithm as the 
maximum distance that patterns can be apart while still being put into t11e same cluster. That is, larger values of E 
result in smaller number of clusters with more clements each, where as smaller values for£ result in larger number 
of clusters with fewer clements each. The ART2-A paradigm includes t11e specification of a vigilance parameter, p. 
The vigilance parameter controls tl1c granularity of clustering: 1.0 means that a perfect match is required and 
therefore only identical patterns end in the same cluster; lower values produce fewer clusters with more clements 
each. 
fn figure I, we show the number of clusters generated from a set consisting of 50 pattcms witl1 3 features each, 
as a function of the £ and p pmamcters. The pattenlS arc from a binary classification problem but tile features arc 
continous valued. The results for the GEC are generated with a max nonn distance metric. As E increases, tllC 
number of clusters decrease until £ ;, 0.8 when all training patterns fall into the satnc cluster. As p approaches I .0, 
the number of clusters increase until the total number of patterns, 50, is reached. 
rigure 2 shows computational time in real-time seconds for both metlwds as a function of number of pattenlS. 
The interesting thing to note is the large disparity in computational time between the GEC and All.T2-A as the 
number of patterns increases. This is due to the fact that ART2-A continues categorization until steady state is 
achieved, whereas tlw Generalized Equality Classifier only perfonns categorization once. Moreover, there arc no 
multiplications involved in the distance metric used in this version of GEC (also true of the Hanuning distance 
version), compared to the projection computations in ART which require multiplications. We stress that tllCse results 
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Figure 1: Number of Clusters vs. e and p 
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Figure 2: Computational Time Complexity: GEC vs. ART2·A 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have introduced tl1e Generalized Equality Classifier which is based on a fonnal definition of 
equality using a metric space framework. We have compared the GEC algorithm to the ART2 algorithm both 
analytically and empilically. In particular, we have shown that GEC with the Hamming distance performs OJC same 
optimization as ART2. Moreover, GEC has lower computational requirements t11an ART2 on serial machines. 
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